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Chancellor’s Office tightens belt
By Shari _Kaplan

lirtan Daily Sall Writer

The CSU Chancellor’s Office
is currently the subject of several
changes designed to consolidate
and improve its budget and
overall functioning.
According to Colleen BentleyAdler, CSU spokesperson and
media relations manager, 1990’s
budget was among the best of
recent years.
"Ever since that time we’ve
been cutting everywhere," she
said.
According to Bentley-Adler,
the CSU’s 1990-91 year had a
budget of $1.69 billion. Since
then, the monetary amounts

have been steadily decreasing.
The expected budget for the
1993-94 year, for instance, has
decreased to $1.48 billion.
The budget for the Chancellor’s Office has also been
decreased from a previous $40
million to the $32 million of this
year.
One gain to emerge from
recent losses came from the California State Legislature, when a
sum of $50 million was granted
to the CSU with the approval of
Gov. Pete Wilson.
The changes at the Chancellor’s Office will continue to
improve the state of the current
budget

Business Affairs is currently CSU in planning its money and
being restructured, and there is time-saving measures.
a series of other departments
"They did a thorough study
also on the list. These include looking at different categories
Academic Affairs, Human and offices within Business
Resources, and Information Ser- Affairs," explained Bentleyvices and Technology, whose Adler. "We are now overhauling
main concentration is computer the entire operation and consoloperations.
idating to avoid the duplication
"But none of these has been of certain services."
finalized yet," said Bentley-Adler.
Some departments in the old
"I think we’re close to being structure will be retitled or recatabout halfway done." Over the egorized. Some will simply lose
summer, part of the transitions their distinction as they are
were done in increments, and absorbed by other departments.
work will continue over the com- Jobs may also be lost.
ing months.
"We expect at least twenty
A business consulting firm, jobs lost,. said Bentley-Adler.
Schaffer Associates, assisted the "There may be layoffs. Some

people may also be transferred
to various [CSU] campuses."
Some jobs, however, are still
open within the Chancellor’s
Office. Vacant positions include
those of Vice Chancellor and
Senior Director. Searches are
being conducted to fill these
openings.
Chancellor Barry Muniu has
actively involved in all of the
recent changes.
An "umbrella auxiliary" is
going to be formed to optimize
the system’s financial assets. Any
campus business run for profit
that is not state-funded, such as
Student Unions and school
bookstores, is under the umbrel-

la of auxiliary.
"We hope to be managing
and investing this money to
make more money," BentleyAdler said.
Bentley-Adler expects to see
an $8 million savings to the CSU
following the successful completion of the planned improvements. She is cautiously optimistic about the CSU’s future.
"Maybe things are starting to
turn around a bit," she said,
adding that when all revenue
has been accounted for, the pos.
sibility exists for savings at the
Chancellor’s Office to eventually result in benefits at the university level.

CSU sets sights on
more fundraising

Bubbling curiousity

By Bill Drobkimict

!mot\ ed iii hind’ iie,ing as well," she said.
Redding said the levels of fundraising
Janet Redding, the Dire( tor of Univer- varies annually. The College of Engineersity Advancement, said SJSU received $4.6 ing received a $1.3 million gift this year.
Redding also said the foreign lanmillion last year and $7.9 million this year
in donations and gifts. Redding said she guages department received a $2.1 milwants the fundraising to double or triple lion gift last month. Alfred M. Gordy, a
former foreign languages teacher,
in the next five to seven years.
Colleen Bentley-Alder, the Chancel- bequeathed the $2.1 million, the largest
in the university’s histolor’s Office spokesperry.
son, said CSU’s goal is
"Over time many difto triple the $98.7 milferent departments benlion raised this year, by ’Each of the deans
efit from different
the year 2000. Bentleyand most of the
donors, but within one
Alder said the entire
year, it isn’t equally benCSU system raised the
department
eficial," said Redding.
$98.7 million in both
are
chairpersons
Fundraising exists
1991 and ’92.
throughout the CSU
For SJSU this is good
actively involved in system,
but the level
news. "Fundraising is
fundraising as well.’ varies from campus to
needed now more than
Janet Redding campus.
ever," Redding said.
Ihnerior of I:novena, Ad. antwroeni
Bentley-Alder said
She also said fundraisthat CSU-Long Beach
ing is a building
raised the most funds
process.
$15 million in 1991
’The money that is
unrestricted, not earmarked for any sin- and 1992, and CSU-San Marcos raised
gle department, is the kind of money that the least amount $600,018 in the same
can best benefit the univer sit% in times of period. San Marcos raised the least
amount because it opened in the fall of
budget crisis," Redding said.
Unrestricted money, whit h Redding 1990, she said.
"It’s the students (who benefit the
prefers is money that can go to wherever
it is needed. Restricted money is the kind most) because the programs, scholarships
where the donor is picky about the desti- and fellowships are for them." said Bentley-Alder.
nation of the money.
Redding agrees. She is planning to
Redding said she and her two-person
staff are not entirely responsible for encourage donors to give money in
increasing amounts per year into the
fundraising.
the
"Each of the deans and no ,,t
tisch
See FUNDRAISING. page 3
department chairpersons alt
Daily Surf Writer

DSS helps students meet
their educational goals
By Bill Drobkiewu

According to Marota. it will take several semesters to fine-tune the program,
Cindy Marota. the support services but she said she is willing to stay at her
coordinator for Disabled Students Ser- position lot a while.
make the program strong
"I
vices (DSS), is five weeks into her job. She
works with all types of disabilities and enough so (hat the next person can take
coordinates the support services that the over easilc witilotit problems," she said.
Donna Ellis, academik advisement and
disabled students feel they need for acadoutreach coordinator ti DSS. said that
emic success.
Manna said the different types of dis- Marty Schulter, the dire, tor of DSS, said
abilities she works with are the learning there are 1,100 disabled students on the
campus. Schul ter was unavaildisabled, physically impaired.
able for comment.
mobility Impaired, visually
DSS, located in room 110 of
hearing
and
impaired
the Administratiim Building, is
impaired. She said her caseload
funded with money from the
over the semester will reach
CSU budget.
600-650 students.
According to Marota. DSS
Since she is new. Marota is
to fill
still learning about the Sp sysdiversity didn’t have the money
her new position because of
tem. She said she had "the
tots budget cuts, but new allocations
ideas, vision and dreams about hi iw to
best accomplish my position more effi- made it possible for it to reopen.
Donna Abet natliv, coordinator for
ciently."
Marota applied for the position after deaf and hearing impaired services, said
seeing a flyer sent out by the university as the budget allocatioir has not allowed her
part of a nationwide search. She went to have more than two staff interpreters,
through a months-long process, starting but that she is won king to obtain more
with a paper screening that eliminated staff positions and higher salaries.
"The interpreters earn $15420 per
other applicants. There were then several interviews that narrtiwed the number hour while big companies pay $40450
per hour," Abernathy said. "But we’re
of applicants &mil to three.
"I had to go through vicious question- lucky to have high-quality interpreters for
,t
little motley. The interpreters have the
ing from all committees which lasted all
day from time in the morning to 4:30 in same quality as the U nited Nations interthe afternoon," Marota said.
Varian Diuh S,.dI Wrari
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(L-R) Nicholas Price, Rosemarie Espinoza, Vivian
Brown from the Frances Gulland Child Development
Center check out the bubble blowing activity at SJSU

Welcome Day on Wednesday. Director Fran Roth
hoped the presence of the children would alert people
to the service they provide to SJSU families.

Last-minute funds ease budget woes
By Kevin Moore

Slartan Daiiy Staff Writer

"It’s like, instead of having your
arm cut off, you only have your hand
.cut off," said Dean Batt, executive
vice president, referring to the reduction of this year’s school budget cut
from 7 percent to 4 percent.
The state kicked down an additional $50 million to the CSU this year,
which also cut the expected fee
increase from 37 percent to 10 percent.
But years of budget cuts have taken
their toll on SJSU. During the last
three years, SJSU has seen an overall
budget cut of 24 percent. As a

result,the university has a 20 percent
smaller staff, shrunken services and a
deteriorating physical plant.
The university has tried to be relatively even-handed with the cuts. Ed
Burton, associate dean of Educational
Planning and Resources, said educational equity programs, which are
designed to recruit and assist minority students, have received the smallest
cuts.
Everything else has received fairly
equal treatment. Within the university, the dean of each college decides
where the money will be spent.
SJSU is still better off than it might

be, thanks in large part to the efforts
of Janet Redding, Director of University Advancement.
Last year, Redding raised roughly
$7.9 million in private donations to
the university, up from the $4.6 million raised the year before.
"The vast majority is restrictive," she
said. "It doesn’t translate into new faculty or classes, hut it mitigates the
overall cut."
"We have to rethink how we fund
higher education," said Batt, looking
to the future. "We can’t be all things
to all people. We just can’t afford it
anymore.’
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Many obstacles to understanding
seems the more familiar
Ityou become with something the more perplexed
you become by it.
Take music for example. Any
ignoramus can enjoy it, but
once you open the door to all its
intricacies and learn more about
it, it only leads to more confusion about its workings.
Some things just happen that
way. Familiarity to a complex
subject leads to deeper and
deeper questions which lead to
frustration and finally a choice
between giving it all up or resolving to figure it all out.
It’s not so bad when we’re
facing some incidental matter
like calculus or theoretical
physics. But it’s quite another
story when the most prevailing
motivator in my life as a male
happens to fall under this bewildering area. And all men all
straight men anyway have to
deal with it because it is what
makes us men. It also drives us
insane. It is women.
Women are an unceasing
source of confusion to me. The
more I learn about them, talk to
them and experience them, the
more enigmatic they become.
The result can be agonizing,
joyous, hurtful, obsessive or any
other word you might find in a
Roddy Frame lyric. Add love to
this swirling cauldron and
you’ve got a whole new pot of
stew. Throw in a broken heart
and you’ve got a pretty nice
mess boiling over in your
kitchen.

Women aren’t only odd in
terms of romance, however.
Ewen in casual conversation
they’re hard to figure out. For
the most part, they talk in a
paradoxically open yet reserved
exchange.
And they talk about different
things than men. Males tend to
be either dumb and boring or
abstract; females tend to be
either dumb and boring or
insightfully down-to-earth.

’It probably has
something to do
with the disparate
obsatacles each
sex has to face.’
Women also seem to understand women much better than
men understand men or
women.
It’s like they live on this other
planet, in which they can send
out and receive signals among
themselves. But men can’t seem
to figure out how to pick up the
broadcast.
The two "best friends" are
particularly intriguing to watch.
Their radars are perfectly
honed, enabling them to simply
look at each other in mixed
company and know what the
other is thinking. There is an
understanding that liest above
what men are able to perceive.

ATCHO

EuipHArrr T
It probably has something to
do with the disparate obstacles
each sex has to face.
Women have to deal with the
problem of being socially
oppressed while men have the
frustration of being emotionally
repressed. It is this mismatch in
outlooks that makes communication a struggle between men
and women.
Women, on the other hand,
have the advantage of being better cognizant of their gender
and their emotions.
Armed with such understanding, it surprises me that more
women aren’t lesbians. It would
make their lives much simpler
to be in a relationship with such
ubiquitous insight. This is not
my wish, of course, since it
would make my life as a male
who is attracted to females
much more difficult.
So I am stuck with the most
challenging of all social dilemmas: As much as women drive
men into the depths of confusion, men continue to dive
headlong in vain attempts to figure them out.
Jim Balcho is a Daiuly staff
columnist. His column appears
every other Thursday.
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Let’s have a reality-check
the three letters
HIV
that form the very
ugly abbreviation for
Human Immune Deficiency
Virus, or even worse, AIDS,
which is the acronym for
Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome.
Those two words are so
frightening that most people,
either consciously or unconsciously, dismiss them from their
minds and their lives. Not a very
smart or socially responsible
thing to do.
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’This disease is not
something that we
can just ignore or
pretend does not
exist. If we do, it
will dismiss us.’
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forget is truly
to see how quickly the peace crow
HcswsontheY
embraces military involvement in the
former Yugoslavia. As doves become hawks, all
that remains of their former opposition to military force is the same childish approach to creating public policy and an utter lack of understanding of the complexity of the situation.
Where will it lead?
Now Mr. Ben Weinberg (yesterday on these
pages) joins the ranks of those who wish to get
America involved in Bosnia’s Civil War, a conflict
he obviously knows nothing about.
Serbia is not invading Bosnia, as Mr. Weinberg
suggests. The Serbian forces fighting in Bosnia,
while receiving supplies and logistical support
from Serbia proper, are made up of Serbs from
Bosnia. (At the same time, the United Nations
have confirmed numerous cases of direct involvement by the regular Croatian Army on the territory of Bosnia.)
Before the conflict ever began, Serbs constituted just under 40% of the population of the
old Yugolsav republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina.
When it became apparent that Yugoslavia
would collapse, leaders of Serbs and Croatians
from Bosnia came up with a plan that would
have divided the republic between the three
sides.
The plan was, however, rejected by the Muslim-controlled government, which wanted
absolute power over the entire republic.
At the time, Muslim president Alija Izetbegovic wrote of the necessity to live under strict Muslim-based religious laws; his U.N. Ambassador
Mohamed Sachirbey is an American-born who
never had any connections with Bosnia before
the carnage began; and Bosnia’s Foreign Minister Has-is Siljadzic has close ties with the fundamentalist leaders in Iran.
It is easy to understand why such a state would
be unacceptable to Croatian and Serbian peoples
of Bosnia, since both are Christians.
Thus a terrible war began. It was a war which
Seibs and Croatians couldn’t lose, and the Muslim government couldn’t afford to loose. But it
was a war which will now end the way Serbs and
Croatians proposed 17 months and 200,000 lives
ago. The Muslim government fought a war it had
no chance of winning, sacrificing the lives of its
people for the dream of a fundamentalist Muslim state in the heart of Europe.
That, of course, is not what they tell you
through their Madison Avenue P.R. firms. They
don’t tell you the United Nations have confirmed the famous bread-line massacre which
persuaded the Security Council to impose sanctions on Serbia was, in fact, caused by Muslim
forces firing mortars at their own people for the
benefit of conveniently located camera crews in
the middle of nowhere. Or that it was the Muslims who downed an Italian cargo plane and
fired at French peace-keepers a few weeks ago in
Sarajevo, hoping to provoke a Western military
intervention.
The Muslims are now asking for more territorial concessions. But while they constituted
roughly 43% of Bosnia’s prewar population, most
Muslims lived in cities and in fact controlled less
than 20% of the territory.
The Serbs, on the other hand, were mostly
landowners and farmers who had controlling
majorities on roughly 70% of the territory.
(Under the peace plan, Serbs get only 52% of
the land) How does a people occupy the land on
which it has lived for centuries?
About the rapes: The first claims of alleged
Serbian rapes were brought up in fall of 1992,
with women coming forward with newborns they
claimed were conceived by Serbian soldiers.
They were dismissed once the U.N. forces
politely inquired about the time-frame problem:
the war had began only 6 months earlier. No
rape can ever be justified, and I happen to
believe in capital punishment in certain cases of
violent rape.
But different standards must be applied in
judging conduct in a civil society and in a civil
war, especially in the brutal Balkans. All three
sides have committed atrocities, as Secretary of
State Warren Christopher has acknowledged.
And while Serbs have probably done more
bad things, the other two sides are not lagging
behind for the lack of trying. P.J. O’Rourke, writing from Bosnia, explained the Serbian aggressiveness: It’s ’he old why-does-the-dog-lick-hisbehind question. Because it can.
There are no good uys and bad guysin this
Civil War, notwithstandmg the U.S. media trying
desperately to portray the conflict as such. It is
high time American foreign policy is created by
realistic diplomats, not by ratings-hungry network executives.
Why are there troops in Somalia and not nearby Sudan? Why are we outraged by the war in
Bosnia, but not by equally horrible fighting in
Armenia, Nagorno-Karabah, Tajikistan or any of
the 35 other wars going on in the world right
now?
Because CNN is in Mogadishu and Sarajevo,
not Khartoum, Yerevan and Dushanbe. And that
is not a sufficient reason to risk American lives.
Besides, if Croatians, Slovenians, and Muslims
were allowed to secede from Yugoslavia, how can
the same right be denied to Serbs and Croatians
from Bosnia?
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Wilson’s plan to denounce the
a:tizenship of illegal immigrant’s
children will not solve the problem.
land of the free, the home of the .
The
brave is what the American people have
been hearing ever since our national
anthem was adopted. But it seems that a lot of
other people have been listening to our song too
and are taking it seriously. People from other
countries, that is.
Trying to solve the illegal immigration problem
by denouncing the citizenship of American-born
children of illegal aliens is wrong.
California has been getting hit hard by the
swarm of illegal aliens and Governor Pete Wilson
finally wants to do something about it. He has
many plans that he announced recently and he
wants to slam the door shut on illegal immigration.
One of Wilson’s proposals is controversial
denying the citizenship to children born in the
U.S. from illegal aliens.
According to Wilson, any child born here to
illegal aliens will not automatically become a U.S.
citizen.
However, there is a slight problem. The 14th
Amendment says that citizenship will be granted
to any child born in the U.S. That also includes
children of illegal parents.
Right attitude, wrong solution, Mr. Wilson.
Yes, aliens are coming to our country illegally
everyday and our government should control
that tide.
If our government has a problem with that fact,
then they should spend more time, energy and
money investing toward solving the problem.
If it’s that big of an issue to our government,
then we should do whatever that needs to be
done to control it.
Tighten boarder patrols, increase the number
of people working against illegal immigration
and/or strengthen the penalty to aliens that are
caught.
But taking away their right to become U.S. citizens is wrong.
True, this country evolved and thrived on
immigration. The Constitution declared all people born here as Americans. probably to encourage such ventures, without distinguishing between
legal and illegal immigration.
At least regarding this aspect of illegal immigrants, neither should we. According to Article V
of the U.S. constitution, ratifying the constitution
requires a vote by the members of two-thirds ot
both houses of Congress or three-fourths of the
states.
They made it over here without getting caught
Don’t blame them because of our ignorance.
Once illegal immigrants start having children
on our soil, they are ensured, by the constitution
of the United States of America, to become a U.S.
citizen. It is that simple. It should stay that way.
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This disease is not something
that we can just ignore or pretend does not exist. If we do, it
will dismiss us.
There was a time when the
only concern was contracting

herpes, chlamydia or some
other non-fatal sexually transmitted disease.
Other than dealing with the
embarrassment of ’catching a
disease,’ it was really no big deal.
You simply went to your local
health clinic or family physician
and got a prescription for penicillin; and if you were smart, you
dumped the guilty person.
There seems to be this myth
that if you are not a homosexual or intravenous drug user, you
are not susceptible. Wnme.
Not only is that ludicrous
it’s scary. This is the reason the
disease is spreading so rapidly.
People are running around
doing their thing, throwing caution to the wind, not getting
tested and spreading the virus.
This is not a personal issue; it
is a social issue. If one person
contracts HIV and is unaware of
it, he or she will pass it along to
whomever their partner is; then
they will pass it to their partners
and so on.
This is not a moral issue
either
not by any stretch of
the imagination; it is a survival
issue.
Although testing for HIV can
be a scary experience, it is the

right thing to do for two reasons. The first is testing negative; the second is testing positive so you don’t pass it on to
someone else.
When you meet someone
you think is special or just hot,
it’s easy to forget about or disregard this disease and just hope
for the best.
But what’s wrong with getting
tested, hanging around for six
months and if you still like each
other, get tested again and
knock yourself out?
If you think about it, what’s
six months of your life-or someone else’s? It’s equivalent to one
grain of sand on the beach.
Sex can be great, but it’s
probably not worth dying for.
Maybe that is a personal decision. You decide.
Erika D. Schuman is a Daily
staff :mita

Wad Olic is a junior majoring
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Dan Sabanovich
directs the
award-winning
eleven-member
Latin Jazz
Ensemble as
they practiced
"Green Dol.
pi ,in" Tuesday
in the music
building.
"Everybody in
the ensemble
has a certain
responsibility to
make the music
happen,"
Sabanovich
said. Their first
public performance is Nov. 3
at the S.J. Museum of Art.

The San Jose State

TODAY
BLACK STUDENT
UNION: General Meeting, 6 p.m., Royce Hall
Tutorial Room B, call Kofi
Weusi-Puryear at 4461020.
CAMPUS MINISTRY:
Thursday Fellowship Dinner, 6-8 p.m., Campus
Interfaith Center, 300 S.
10th St., call Rev. Mann
at 298-0204.
CAREER PLANNING
AND PLACEMENT:
On-Campus Interview
Preparation, 12:30 p.m.,
SU Costanoan, call
Career Resource Center
at 924-6033.
CONCERT CHOIR:
Auditions, Music Bldg.
262, call Dr. Archibeque
at 924-4332.
DELTA SIGMA PI:
Meet the Chapter, 7:30
p.m., SU Guadalupe
Rm., Information table,
all day, Business Classrooms Bldg. first floor,
call Charles Hilleary at
267-3131.
HISPANIC BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION: Welcome back meeting,
5:30 p.m., SU Almaden
Rm., call Laurie Garcia
at 251-1152.
THE USTENING
HOUR (UVE MUSIC):
UCLA Modern Arts Guitar Quartet, 12:30-1:15
p.m., Music Bldg. Concert Hall, call 924-4673.
SJSU KENDO (&
NAGINATA) CLUB:
Regular Practice, 6:307:30 p.m., Spartan
Complex Rm. 218, call
Malyne at 281-7382.
THE THEATER ARTS
DEPARTMENT: Afro-

Carobbean Dance Class
(DANC 143), 1 1:301: 1 5, Spartan Complex
219, contact Annette
Macdonald.

"
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FRIDAY
CHINESE CAMPUS
FELLOWSHIP: First
meeting, 2:30-5 p.m.,
SU Almaden Rm., call
Wingfield at 252-6876.
CONCERT CHOIR:
Auditions, Music Bldg.
262, call Dr. Archibeque
at 924-4332.
INDIA STUDENT
ASSOCIATION: General Meeting, 12:30-1:30
p.m., SU Guadalupe
Rm., call Prasanna
Pendse at 279-6925.
JEWISH STUDENT
UNION: First Shabat
dinner of the year, 7
p.m., Rabbi Vogel’s
house in Almaden Valley
area, call Ester Riva
Kokin at 263-9482 or
JUS phone at 971-1254.
LDSSA: Friday Forum:
Indoor Volleyball, 12:30
p.m., LDSSA Student
Center, 66 So. 7th St.,
call 286-3313.
SOLES (SOCIETY OF
LATINO ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS): 1st
General Body Meeting,
12:30-1:30 p.m., Engineering Building Rm.
358, call Angie Esparza
at 924-3830.
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Fundraising
From page I
unrestricted funds pool to be
spent where the need is greatest,
she said.
SJSU did not actively ask for
the donations, and until recently, usually received funds from
bequeaths and organizations.
Because SJSU is new to the
active fundraising game, Redding said, "The proportion of
restricted gifts is larger than
unrestricted gifts."
Bentley-Adler and Redding
agreed that fundraising cannot
replace the state funds.
"We look at private funding

as providing the margin of
excellence at a campus," Bentley-Adler said.
Redding agreed and said that
funding adds value to basic education provided by the universitT
"If funding were used exclusively to backfill the budget cuts,
then at some point the state
would have no more responsibility for the education of the
students," Redding said. "And
the donors would be providing
the (basic) education, not
ensuring the excellence of
SJSU."

"Elvis" pounds beat
you can dance to
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ALBANY,. (AP) In a dazzling whiteeijumpsuit that could
inake the polyester an endangered species, the burly singer
flashes
rhinestone-studded
knuckles at his audience and
gives his sequined hips a preliminary wiggle.
JEWISH CAMPUS
The music cranks up, a
OUTREACH: First falafel strong
driving rhythm, and he
shmoozing get-together, begins to sing, voice and body
quivering.
2-4:30 p.m., 2080
"Buh-huclde up," he croons,
Stonewood Ln., San Jose multiple medallions vibrating in
(neai Milpitas), call Ester a cocoon of manly chest hair.
Riva Kokin at 263-9482. "Don’t leave your fate to luck,
buh-huckle up."
Meet Det. Sgt. Bill Palmini,
Sputi :nide available to IS1.1 4telents. &citify mid sun orwankei Ins for free. Deadline is 5
mild-mannered homicide cop
p.m., two &As leiter le thlicarit to. Forrns air astulalik at the Spartan Daily, Dilti 209. Limite miteing the !neither (tenni-.
ed To, e
and pelvis-shaking, shades-wearing, scarf-throwing star of "Elvis
and the Lawman," a band of
traffic safety specialists who really rock to their beat.
"The kids just come out of
their seats. They can’t believe a
policeman is doing this," says
Palmini who, with his long black
sideburns (real) and throaty
delivery, gives a more than pass11,,o1 dav feu (full al ackmu
SPARTAN DAILY, (IRMA S0341101 puhltilsrd
951n2
r. San lot,
1111 ampus Fru pri cop, 151r nu In ,an lc dr Sun, l’onetsm. One Washington
able imitation of The King’s sulbun SecontlA A,ixistage puitl at San Inee. (A
0149 Mail sub. niusont ,rpsril ,rn a renvuntlet
try, sullen style.
Were talking the Vegas version here and there’s nary a Jordanaire in sight. But this blue
suede gumshoe has something
Elvis never had, a police chief
on bass.
"This is a non-traditional
approach to traditional problems," jokes Chief Larry Murdo.
A thief holes to watch women undress.
CONCORD(AP)
The affable Murdo has been
Asked about the possibility
apparently has stolen two files
known to bring down the house
from the security office at the of a link to the Hernandez
simply by twisting his peaked
J.C. Penney store where a for- case, Concord Police Officer
cap backwards, in approved
mer employee accused guards Joseph Kreins told the San Frastreetwise fashion, and performof spying on women in dress- ncisco Examiner, "I guess
that’s up to you to figure out.
ing a rap duet with Palmini,
ing rooms.
"Nobody wants to ride with a
Police refused to comment We’re pursuing an investigafool, Who can’t follow just a few
on whether the theft is linked tion based on the report."
According to a police resimple rules."
to a lawsuit filed by former
"Where does it say that’s not
employee &itheryn Hernan- port, the theft occurred at 8:45
what police do?" asks MIII do,
dez. She filed the invasion of p.m. Saturday at the Sun Valley
whose department motto is
privacy suit in Contra Costa Mall store.
There was no evidence of
"Traditional methods only yield
County Superior Court Friday
traditional results."
claiming guards at the Sun Val- forced entry.
Store managers could not
In this case the tenets of road
ley Mall store in Concord used
safety fasten your seat belt,
high-tech cameras and peep be reached for comment.
don’t drink and drive are
presented in a catchy manner
Palmini hopes will stick.
"I hipefully, they can recall
something that will help them,"
he said.
The third member of the
band is Sgt. Art Clemons, guitarist, skilled songwriter and son
of a mom who designs and sews
the Elvis costume.
The three have been singing
together since 1981. when they
finmed the All Cop Band. But it

News Room
Fax

.3b

4
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Security files stolen from store
where guards allegedly peeped
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wasn’t until 1991 that they got
the idea to turn the King of
Rock ’n’ Roll into king of the
road safety program, using a
state grant to take their act to
area high schools.
From the start, audiences
were all shook up.
"The kids just get into it. It’s
very rewarding," Murdo said.
In addition to singing their
own brand ofjailhouse rock, the
officers invite listeners to make
up their own songs about traffic
safety, offering baseball tickets as
prizes. The grand prize winner
gets a chance to make a musii
video.
For Murdo, who weathered
the depths of stage fright in his
pre-police days as a member of
the local band Whispering
Shadows, the concerts are a
blast.
But the 47-year-old Palmini.
who has been an Elvis emulator
for years, still gets little nervous.
Like his idol, he loses a few
pounds during a vigorous set
and tosses sweat-soaked scarves
to screaming fans. And
although his flash is strictly faux,
he’s got enough glitter to make
Wayne Newton blink.
Back on the job, though. the
30-member department takes a
decidedly non-Vegas approach
to maintaining order in this city
of 10,000 a few miles east of San
Francisco.
Murdo jokes that Palmini
caught a bank robber once.
largely because "no criminal
expects it’s a cop behind him in
a Geo Prism."
Still, there are signs of the big
time.
For their Elvis jaunts, Mitsubishi donated a Montero, dci orated with the slogan, "The
legend lives for traffic safety."
Over the past two years theit
traffic safety program, called
"Chief. Operator. has racked
up a display case full of awards.
including .1 much -prized letter
horn President Clinton In the
ks is .111 album
their songs and note tot men In
the high s( In HA winnei s.
This month. "Elvis and the
lawman" performed at Reno’s
"Hot August Nights" concerts
and in October the band will
trawl to Tucson Ariz., Ibr a safety conference.
"I wouldn’t go so far as to say
we’re rising stars," says the modest Palmini, "but we do wear a
stai
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Starting salary $26,000 rising to $41,000 in four
years. Seeking Nursing, Meteorology, Computer Science,
Computer Engineering, Physics, Electrical Engineering,
Math majors, and under represented minorities (any major).
CALL CAPTAIN JEANNE GILMOUR 924-2966

76 E. Santa Clara St.
(Between 2nd and 3rd Streets)

SPECTACULAR
SALE

Get a 6 inch SUB
for only 10
up to $2.79 value
with the purchase of
a Large drink and Chips
I Offer good only at
? 76 E. Santa Clara St =a)

Limit 1 coupon per
person per visit
Expires 9/9/93

RUSH
SJSU
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FALL

FRATERNITY
MEMBERSHIP
SEPTEMBER 8TH & 9TH

FRATERNITY FORUM
COME MEET MEN FROM ALL 72 FRATERNITIES
9 30AM TO 3:00PM BY THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE

SEPTEMBER 9TH - 16TH

INDIVIDUAL FRATERNITY EVENTS
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL FRATERNITIES
REPRESENTED ON CAMPUS
ALPHA TAU OMEGA. sin
SETA THETA PI BSC
DELTA SIGMA PHI
DELTA UPSILON a0
KAPPA SIGMA Kt
P.IDE I ,K THE TA OAP

PHI GAMMA OE LTA PUt
SIGMA ALPHA MU. TAM
SIGMA CHI SIGMA NU - CH
TAU KAPPA EPSILON -11a
THETA CHI EIX

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

LiikornsHir
Armancs
CAMPUS & COMMUNITY SERVICE

SCHOLARSHIPS
ACADEMIC ACHIEVE MEAT
SOCIAL EVENTS

REGISTRATION NOW UNTIL SEPTEMBER 10TH
IN THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
FOR MORE

INFO

924 -SEES
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Last of three brothers awaits tragic death from AIDS virus
INDLkNAPOLIS (AP)
Mark Ellis is ready to die.
The last of three brothers
who contracted AIDS, he’s wondering. as it ravages his own
body, when the disease will claim
him too.
"I see my brothers and
friends drop like flies around me
and I wonder why I’m still here
today," said Ellis. 38. "Fm ready.

I’d just as soon it be today as it is
tomorrow."
But the disease operates on its
own timetable. And as Ellis, his
wife and children wait out his
own final days, the family struggles with the unanswerable questions of why they were chosen
and when it will end.
Long before it led him to the
AIDS virus, hemophilia intro-

duced Ellis to the medical system: The hereditary blood condition makes his blood unable
to clot properly, and even a mild
bruise or scrape could lead to
dangerous bleeding and hospital stays of from two to eight
weeks.
"I was practically raised by
nurses and doctors," Ellis said.
In the late 1970s, though, he

began taking the Factor 8 clotting agent.
For the first time in their lives,
Ellis and his brothers, Larry and
Joe, could live almost normal
lives.
Once bleeding started, they
could inject themselves with the
product which was made
from donated blood to stop
bleeding without a transfusion.

It was a second chance at life,
Ellis said.
But since then, he and thousands of other hemophiliacs
have learned the terrible cost of
the treatments: Blood products
tainted with the AIDS virus
slipped into blood banks before
the disease was well known and
reliable tests developed to screen
for it.

According to the National
Hemophilia Foundation, 50 percent of the nation’s 20,000
hemophiliacs are infected with
HIV or have developed AIDS.
Family pictures fill his living
room, and recent photos of
Ellis’ two sons, Michael, 10, and
Isreal, 13, show two boys smiling
past the fear that AIDS will claim
their father.

Storm
leaves
coast

(Offer expires only when you do.)

Get an AT&T Universal MasterCard and you’ll be eternally grateful.
Because it’s more than just a credit card that’s free of annual fees forever. It’s also an
AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you a 10% discount on already competitive
AT&T Calling Card rates. It’s all part of The i Plan:"

T HE/PLAN"

To apply, come by our booth on campus or call
1 800 438-8627.

a
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(AP) Hurricane Emily
peeled away from the Atlantic
Coast today after swamping
roads, smashing a handful of
buildings and uprooting trees
on North Carolina’s Outer
Banks.
The rest of the coast was
largely spared and tourists
began returning to beaches this
morning.
The storm, packing 115 mph
winds and churning up 15-foot
waves, spared the island chain
its full fury. Its eye came no closer to land than 20 miles east of
Cape Hatteras before a cold
front pushed the hurricane out
to sea on a north-northeasterly
path.
Despite the storm’s glancing
blow at the sandy, low-lying
islands and their small resort
communities, public officials
would not belittle the damage.
"I did not realize how bad
this damage was. We have had a
major storm here in Buxton
and Hatteras," North Carolina
Gov. Jim Hunt said today during
a tour of the island chain.
Water was standing in most
areas along the barrier islands
this morning, although it was a
foot deep or less in most places.
Crews worked quickly to clear
N.C. 12, the only highway along
the chain. Water was off the
roadway before noon and sand
and debris were being cleared.
Joyce Wescoat said she and
her husband, Jeff, would never
again wait out a storm at their
tackle shop in Buxton, N.C.,
near Hatteras.
"Was I scared? Hell yes, I was
scared," Mrs. Wescoat said
Wednesday. The weather service
reported gusts at Buxton of 98
mph.
A 15-year-old swimmer was
missing in heavy surf kicked up
ahead of the storm Tuesday in
Virginia. In North Carolina, a
woman suffered a broken collarbone.
Elsewhere, people began
returning to the beach, including at Ocean City, Md., which
was ordered evacuated Tuesday.
Business owners were looking
forward to a good Labor Day
weekend after all.
"Those people are not here
yet," said Robert.Wagner, part
owner of Franco ’s pizzeria on
the Ocean City boardwalk.
"They don’t start coming in
until Friday night.
If this would have happened
Friday, then it would have been
something."
At noon EDT, Emily was estimated to be more than 250
miles east of Virginia Beach, Va,
or about 235 miles south-southwest of Nantucket Island, Mass.,
near latitude 38.1 north and
longitude 71.5 west.
It was moving northeast near
15 mph, with a gradual turn
eastward expected.
Hurricane warnings that had
extended as far north as Cape
Henlopen, Del., were lifted
before daybreak, although
coastal flooding was forecast as
far as southern New England.
The storm’s maximum sustained wind held near 115 mph
but it was expected to weaked
over cooler water, said the
National Hurricane Center.
The storm had strengthened
during the day Tuesday, gathering energy from the warm Gulf
Stream.
It reached Category Son the
1 -to-5 Saffir-Simpson scale of
hurricane intensity.
About 180,000 people were
ordered evacuated along the
North Carolina coast as the
storm closed in.
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Bill to seek
easy-readin
regulations
SACRAMENTO (AP) Responding to business
complaints about hard-tounderstand regulations, the
state Senate passed a bill
Wednesday that would
require government rule
writers to use plain English.
Without debate, the Senate voted 25-0 to approve
Assembly amendments and
send the bill to the governor’s desk.
The measure by Sen.
Frank Hill, R-Whittier, seeks
simpler language in state
regulations that affect small
businesses.
When drafting business
regulations, agencies would
be required to write them in
plain English whenever possible and to provide a simple
summary of their goals.
The bill was backed by
manufacturing, trucking,
and ranching groups, who
complained that some regulations are so complex they
have to hire experts to translate them.
However, the California
Highway Patrol opposed the
bill, saying its regulations of
trucks, school buses, and
hazardous materials tankers
must be technical and exact
to protect public safety
If the bill becomes law, it
would take effect next January.

GENEVA (AP) - With video
images of wounded children
and mutilated corpses flickering
in the background, more than
150 nations agreed Wednesday
on the need to stop crimes
against humanity but offered little hope on how to do it.
"We refuse to accept that war,
violence and hatred spread daily
throughout the world and fundamental rights of the individual
are violated in an increasingly
grave and systematic fashion, "
said a declaration issued at the
end of a three-day conference
aimed at improving protection
for war victims.
"We refuse to accept that
wounded are shown no mercy,
children massacred, women
raped, prisoners tortured, victims denied elementary humanitarian assistance ... populations
illegally displaced and countries
laid to waste." But the confer-

ence - organized by the International Committee of the Red
Cross - was expected to yield
few real results.
In their declaration, governments pledged to "ensure that
war crimes are duly prosecuted
and do not go unpunished."
But they merely voiced support
for "the timely establishment of
appropriate legal machinery" to
achieve this - a process that
may drag on for years.
The ICRC says recent conflicts have been unprecedented
in their brutality. Throughout
the conference, television monitors showed shocking images of
atrocities and appealed for
respect of humanitarian law.
One of the main problems is
that only governments are parties to the Geneva conventions,
which set down humanitarian
rules for armed conflict.

Arab, Israeli leaders try
to sell a still vague plan
JERUSALEM (AP) - Their
historic agreement on Palestinian self-rule nearly ready to be
inked, Arab and Israeli negotiators closed in on another milestone Wednesday: Israeli recognition of the PLO.
The back-channel talks that
brought about the self-rule
accord are now mainly focusing
on Israeli recognition of its
implacable foe, the Palestine
Liberation Organization, said a
source close to the negotiations.
The source, speaking from
Norway, added that there had
been problems over phrasing of
a pact on Palestinian self-rule in
some Israeli-occupied areas. The

source did not elaborate.
The secret talks that led to
the autonomy accord were held
in Norway, although the site of
the current back-channel negotiations is not known. Washington is the formal, public venue
for the negotiations.
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres stressed that there
was no direct link between the
autonomy agreement and establishing ties with the PLO.
But senior PLO officials have
made no secret that they hope
recognition from Israel - and
with it Washington - will
emerge with the signatures on
the autonomy plan.

Government to pay
millions to victims
of poisoning
TOKYO (AP) - The government plans to loan $100
million to help a chemical
company compensate thousands of people poisoned by
mercury.
Chisso Corp. dumped an
estimated 27 tons of mercury
compounds into Minamata
Bay in Kumamoto, about 570
miles southwest of Tokyo,
from 1932 to 1968. Thousands of victims were paralyzed and suffered other
symptoms of acute mercury
poisoning, leaving Chisso
with annual compensation
payments of $30 million.
The government has recognized nearly 3,000 victims
eligible for government support Kum-amoto Court ruled
the national and local governments shared responsibility for the discharges.

0 Yeltsin sacrifices aide to get
vice president suspended
MOSCOW (AP) - President
Boris Yeltsin suspended a top
reformist ally and his rebellious
vice president Wednesday in a
risky political move designed to
settle a crippling power struggle.
Yeltsin temporarily suspended
Vladimir Shumeiko, his first
deputy prime minister, and Vice
President Alexander Rutskoi on
grounds that allegations of corruption against both of them
were damaging the government
Yeltsin appeared willing to
sacrifice Shumeiko to damage
Rutskoi and hardline lawmakers
whose opposition had paralyzed
his reform efforts.
But the step could backfire by
stirring sympathy for Rutskoi,
already tied with Yeltsin in
national popularity polls. It also
will inflame Yeltsin s feud with
parliament speaker Ruslan Khasbulatov, who immediately branded the suspension unconstitu-

Classi fled
ANNOUNCEMENTS

GREEK
FRATSISORORMESI
Student Groups!
Raise as much as you
want in one week!
$100... $600... $1500!
Market applications for the
hottest credit card ever New GM Mastercard. Users
earn Bg Discounts on GM Cars!
Qualify for Free T-shirt &
’94 GMC Jimmy.
Call 1-806932-0528, ext. 65.

100% PURE ADRENAUNE I
Experience the thnll of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Alma’s
only skydiving center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a six
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your Jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students arid grads.
For more elk) call (510)6347575.

WANTED READERS & TEST
proctors to assist disabled students. Contact Disabled Student
Services: 924-6000.

WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 4 hours per week as a
Community Friend, providing social
support to those who endure
mental illness. We train. Call
(408)4360606.

MOBILE DM WANTED
Hiring mobile Dix. We supply
equipment & muse. Must be available Fndays & Saturdays after 3.
Call Mf, 12 to 6. 408/4966116.

HELP WANTED

MAC/WINDOWS SPECIAUST in
tech support & network mgmt.
need 2+ yrs exp providing support
to Mac/Wrolows/DOS users, No.el a
+. Must be people person. Resume
2555 Park *7, Palo Ato, CA 94306.

WANT TO KNOW THE SCORE? SECURITY: FULL OR PART TIME
Call Sport/Entertainment line Full training. $7.00 - $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Pay checks
1-9069905505 ext. 460. $2.00
Excellent Benefits
per min. 18 or older. Touch phone
Credit Union
required. Avg. call 3 min. Limy Ni.
Medical/Dental insurance
AK
Anchorage
Vacation Pay
Referral Bonus
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
You need exposure to succeed in Apply Monday Friday 8 am.-5 pen.
M0DR413. Now you can put your Varowd %colts Santos*
photo and information in front 3212 Scott Blind. Santa Clara.
of 100’s of the top advertising CA 95054. Near 101, at San
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your Tomas Expy. & Olcott. Equal
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM Opportunity Employer.
for details. (408)249-9737.
NANNY (hob prat) Ilu 40 hrs. 2
children. Energetic playful person
AUTOMOTIVE
w/exc. refs. & driving record req.
’82 HONDA ACCORD 4 dr. 5 spd, 415/366-2228.
a/c, p/c. stereo. 1 owner. 110K,
Great condition $2,800. 408/ OWNOWI LESBIAN/GAY NEWS
2882227. Eves: 406/997-7313. A quality newspaper for the
South Bay. We’re looking for
part-time writers, advertising reps
Auro PISUIL4NCE
(with commission!), and others
Campus Insurance Service
who want to be part of our vision.
Special Student Programs
It’s fun: you’ll make a difference.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Write to 45 N. 1st St. #124, Si
"Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" 95113.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
OLSTEN - 50 CLERICAL OPENINGS
"Good Student"
for electronic convention. Ckatomer
"Family Mufticar"
service skills required to work in
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Santa Clara location. Candidates
FREE QUOTE
must have keyboard skills & basic
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGADON
computer familiarity. Also must be
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
able to stand most of the day & be
45 YAMAHA RNA 180Z Scooter easy going & flexible. This will be a
Rty legal, blk, lo miles, trunk, wind- fun & informative opportunity. We
need top notch people! Please
shield. cover. 81400. 295-8447.
call 246-4220. Olsten Staffing
Services. 3550 Stevens Creek
Blvd. *120 San Jose, CA 95117.
FOR SALE
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make up to $2,000+/mo. teaching
basic conversational English
abroad. Japan. Taiwan. and S.
Pores. Many povide room & board
+ other benefits. No previous train
FILE CAMINET,doelt, bookshelf, ing required. For more information
table & stacking chairs for sale. call 1-2066321146 ext. J6041
Call 2641662.
PART TIME DELIVERY PERSON:
SIOA GAME bedew system. Soo deliver office supplies to downtown
S. Backup & playback Hundreds of business. Bicycle & car. M-F flex.
games In floppy. Mike 5344151. Alan 2989013s 104.
SID SETS: Queue $85. Re $75.
Twin, $65. Bunkbeds: $125.
Daybed: $65. Brass queen with
mattress set: $285. Everything
nevelt 9962337.
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0 Conference aims on stopping
war crimes, but little action

State
Watch
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tional and invalid.
Shurneiko’s spokesman, Grigory Bukhvalov, said the deputy
prime minister had asked to be
relieved of his duties while fighting the corruption charges.
His departure will tip the
Cabinet’s political balance
against the pro-Yeltsin reformers.
Rutskoi received a copy of the
decree Wednesday morning
before leaving on a trip to meet
miners in the northern city of
Vorkuta. An aide, Nikolai Kosov,
said he was traveling as a private
citizen.
"This decree has absolutely
no force because it violates the
law," Rutskoi told Russian television. He said Russia’s Constitutional Court and standing
Supreme Soviet legislature
should review it.
Yeltsin and Rutskoi were elected together in June 1991.

Phone: 924-3277
TEACHERS - INSTRUCTORS P/T
inst. for elementary schools.
Degree not required. Work around
your classes. 408-287-8025.
EOE/AAE.
SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT
Chevron F/1" morning shift, flexible. Will train. Apply 147 E. Santa
Clara St.
SALES / MANAGEMENT positions
available for career oriented
individual in the heath fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% growth rate over
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If
you are an eager & self motivated
individual looking to start off right,
we will give you a chance. Salaries.
commissions, bonuses, trips &
benefits. 14K- 31K annual. Please
fax your resume to (510) 7130850 and call 1-800-883-KICK.
Ask for Mr. Berryessa.
FRATSI SORORITIES,
Student Groups!
Raise as much as you
want in one week!
$100... $600... 81500!
Market applications for VISA.
Mastercard. MCI.
Amoco, etc. Call for
your Free T-shirt and
to qualify for Free Tnp to
MTV Spring Break ’94.
Call 1-8009501039, ext. 75.
GET A REAL /OBI Vector, an
international chain aggressively
expanding in the Bay Area, combines good pay with practical marketable experience for your
resume. Starting pay $12.25 /hr.
Earn $245./week part-time
Retail sales/customer service
Flexible hours set around school
No experience is necessary
Extensive training provided
100 scholarships awarded
Can earn units at S.J.S.U.
Apply in person at our San Jose
headquarters, conveniently located
near SJSU at 525 Race Street.
Call 280-5195 for times to apply.
For Milpitas office. call 262-8070
or 5107962142.
BOOTH ATTENDANT. We do flea
markets, trade shows, art/craft
shows. PT/FT available. Good
license & vehicle required. Neat
job. Steve: 292.2430.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS’"
Now hiring teachers & substitutes
for school age child care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
and subs must have minimum 6
units in education, recreation, or
child development. Full and part
time shifts , job sharing and fiery
ble hours for students. $6. $8.
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
care benefits for 30+ hours weekly. Great job for male or female
students. Call 408/257-7320.
GOOD WITH PEOPLE? Gain
experience in merchandising and
customer service. P/T 10 hrs/wk.
Make your own schedule. Valid
license and vehicle required.
Jon: 818/9163372.
?AMAGER/MGR. TRAINEE. Small
mattress shop. Close to SJSU.
FT/PT flexible hours. Informal
atmosphere. Jeans OK. Reliable
only. Mark: 408/294-5478,

2 FUN BOYS (1 8 3) need sitter. STUDIO FOR 1 PERSON. No pets.
SERVICES
2 blocks from campus. 2 moms. $500./mo. incl. ubl + $400. sec.
wk. $ flex. parking. Lisa 286-5451. dep. Parking, Call 259-7040,
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with
B.A. arid 15 wars experience. Now
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! 2 OR/2 BATH. $700. 1 Br/room- accepting students wishing to
Many positions. Great benefits. mate shares available. 555 So. excell at guitar or bass. All styles
Call 1-800-436-4365 Ext. P- 10th St at Williams. 297-7554.
welcome: Rock, R&B, Jazz, Fusion.
3310.LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFR.
Blues, Folk. Reggae, and Funk.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. Beginner. Intermediate & Advanced
Excellent ground floor opportunity. 2 bedroom./2 bath start $745. are welcome. Bill: 408/2986124.
You could be making up to 1 bdim. /1 bath -$595. Walk or
$35,000.00 your first year! ride bike to school. Very clean, WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
To learn how, call 37843088 for an roomy & remodeled. Secured
CREDIT UNION
appointment or fax 378-8089.
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable "STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS’
’TV. Ample perking. Call 288-9157
Membership open exclusively
to SJSU Students. Alumni. and
HOUSING
"UNIVERSITY PLACE" CONDO,
Advisory Faculty!
11th St. Security build & parking.
Services include:
$275. SINGLE RM. UTIL INCL. 2 bdmi. 2 1/2 baths. $149.950.
Auto Loans S Personal Loans Si
Mon/laundry pnv. Share bath. Tel. Fox &Carskadon. Ann 741-2700.
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
sep. No smoking. Intl health env.
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
Exceptional Rates!!!
Capitol Exra./Hellyer park. Hill loc. STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS.
Phone Jim 226-9938.N. msg.
2 bed/2 bath apt, available now.
Convenient location:
4 blocks from campus. Free cable
48 S. 7th Street. Suite 201
TV. water 8, garbage. Off street
THE PRICE YOU WANT...
San Jose. CA 95112
parking available. Several units
Call for more info:
AND THE SPACE YOU NI
Large studio. 1 & 2 bedroom apts. starting at $710.00/mo Call Dan
(4061947-7273.
just minutes from SJSU!
at 295-5256.
Call Timbenvood Apts.
SO% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish
Of 5786800
GATEWAY APTS.
2 blocks from campus.
Enhance your natural beautyl!
2 bd./2 ba.. 900- 1.000 sq. ft.
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
QUALITY OF LIVING & STUDY
Willow Gardens Apartments
Ideal for up to 4 students.
Expires December 15. 1993.
4003793500
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300. Free cable. Underground parking.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
The best in Willow Glen area.
Securfty gates. Game room.
Laundry room. 4th &Wiliam.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17
Spacious 2 bdr m./2 bath & 3
Campbell, CA 95034
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room
Rents starting at $750./mo.
w/wet bar, fitness center, pool &
Call mg. 947-0803 .
MEN AND WOMEN BARE rt ALL1
saunas. For move in special, call
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
408/998-0300.
FURNISHED STUDIO APT. Off
campus 15 minutes by car. A/C. Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
2 BORM APARTMENT $750/210. Qua $525. + $500. Now 2243479
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Security type budding
Secure parking
Back Chest - Lip Bikini Chin LOST AND FOUND
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Close in
Modem building
BLACK WALLET LOST on campus receive 15% discount. First appt.
Free Basic Cable service
Aug. 26th. It has my green card. If 1/2 price if made before Dec. 15,
found call Roselena 415-365- 1993. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
Laundry room
Village Apartments.
3815.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell . (4081379-3500.
576 S. 5th St. (4081295-6893.

WRMNG, RESEARCH, EDMNG
Versatile, expert staff.
ESL students a specialty
800777-7901.

FAX: 924-3282
limitations. Call or write: Unique
Service Co. P.O. Bin 867, Millbrae,
CA 94030. (415) 6924847.

NEED MORE $U FOR COLLEGE?
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO?
Write or call
Live counselor, M.A., local college
For Scholarship and Grant Info
exp. Each call treated as individual
College Educational
appt. Additional info mailed. If I
Financial Aid Consultancy
don’t have the answer to your
PO, Box 3017
Stanford, CA 94309
question. I’ll get it and call
i415. 3E1-0432
you back! Call 900-505-CCIS.
954/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm.
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10%
of net profits support local educa- WORD PROCESSING
tion programs. College Career
Information Services
Theses,’ Prolects/Term Papers.
Cali Marsna at 266-9448 for full
service word processing: edit for
SERVICES FINANCIAL roc-ir- , yry. grammar, sentence
punctuation; format
.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
, ADA. Twills% MLA): table/grape
Money is waiting for you right now preparation; Custom pest -script
from Private Scholarships. Grants laser printing (Also edit diskS)
and Fellowships. No Financial Resume cover letter preparatior.
Need and No GPA minimum loterrodlonal Students Welcome!
required. For FREE literature pack- W ira Gie, area 7 30am-8:30erm
age. CALL NOW! 408-993-7208
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Access/control #2081993.
ona Word Processing’
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Scholarship Matching
Group Protects. Resumes, Linen.
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
No GPA or need qualifications
Money back guarantee
HP Laser II. Ali formats. speceliang
ApA Spelling, punctuation and
Information & application
M Scholarship Matching Service grammatical editing. Free disc
P.O Box 53450
storage. All work guaranteed! Worry
San Jose. CA 95153-0450
free. dependable, and prompt
408-629-8886
service To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Call
485 MONEY FOR COLLEGE US PAM 247-2681 (8arm8pm). plus
We can match you scholarships, Sew Adeltlawl 10% Per Reiman
grants for only 859. No GPA or
need requirements. For info.
I HATE TO TYPEI
Atkinson Scholarship Services, tr
gir your itremon. give your.
408/2258332. 445 Beth Sl. 96111. self a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and defivery $1.00.
DO YOU went a computer search Resumes. term papers & theses.
done to find scholarships for yo.’ APA format. $2 00 per double
Many sources available 80% spaced page /5.00 minimum Call
require no GPA or have no income Julie 998-8354

DAILY CLASSIFIED--ADVER77SING THAT WORKS!
Prkd your ad here.
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5 News
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$12
$5
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Foto
Days
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Five
Days
$13
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$16

After the fifth day, net. Increases by $1 per day.
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Up to 5 additional words available in bold for S3 each

SEMESTER RATES’
3-9 lines $70 10-14 lines $90.
15-19 lines $110
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_ Announcements
Slat
;’,l .,414.
_ Automotive
neotTontos
Pion.
- For Sale
- Greek
Send check or money order to
- Help Wanted
Spartan Daily Cheasifiede
- Housing
San Jose State University,
- Lost arid Four-id
San Joso, CA., 95152-0145
- Services
Services Fiaancial
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Boom 209
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San lose State University SPARTAN DAILY

Spartans’ Offensive Team Records
Most Rushing Touchdowns Season: 41, 1952

Most Yards Gained
Rushing Game: 487 vs. UCSB, 1949
Season: 2,478, 1952

Most Passing Touchdowns ( :mire: 7 vs. Fresno Sate, 1981
Season: 27, 1981 & ’90

Most Passes Completed Guile: 35 vs. Oregon State,
1988
35 vs. Pacific, 1978
Season: 276, 1986

Most Points Scored Game: 103 vs. Mexico, 1949
Season: 457, 1949 (12 games)

Most Passing Yards Game: 523 vs. Pacific, 1976
Season: 3,719, 1987

Most First Downs Game: 35 vs. Pacific, 1986
Season: 259, 1978

Without diet pills, drugs or
special food supplements
Using

self-guided imagery learned

at the SLYMMETRY’Seminar
DATE: Saturday Oct 9, 1993
TIME: either 8:30AM-12:30PM or 1:30 - 5:30PM
LOCATION Holiday Inn at Park Center Plaza
282 Almaden Blvd., San Jose, CA.
COST: $125 (Students $80)

ERIC S HUFFMAN-SPARTAN DAII:.

quarterback Dan O’Dell, right, prepares to hand off the ball,
while the offensive line simulates a slam into an opponent’s defense to
FreslITTUM

protect O’Dell. The Spartans’ offense will test their strength against the
Louisville Cardinals in Kentucky on Saturday in their season opener.

Young offense leads SJSU
By ennifer &ma

Daly Soil Wryer

If 1993 is the year for change,
the Spartans’ offense should
have no trouble fitting in.
This season features a new
head coach, College Football
Hall of Famer John Ralston, a
new offense and defense and a
practically brand-new offensive
line. Add to that a freshman
back-up quarterback and a number of refugees from terminated
programs at Cal-State Fullerton
and Santa Clara University.
All will be put to the test
when the Spartans travel to Kentucky on Saturday to take on the
Louisville Cardinals in the season opener.
The coaching and personnel
changes could explain why the
Spartans were ranked No. 3 by
members of the media and No.
4 by coaches in the Big West
Conference in the Media Day
polls on July 29.
The rankings, though, should
give the team something to
strive for.
"We’re not picked to take the
league championship," said
senior starting quarterback Jeff
Garcia. "That should give us
more of a drive to get us where
we want to be."
Last year’s team got knocked
out of the running for the conference title after losing the final
game of the season to New Mexico State, 34-24. This year, Gar-

ia, a pre-season All-American, is
hopeful the offense has what it
takes to get the job done.
"We didn’t complete the job
(last season)," he said. "We blew
it ourselves. It was so close, in
our grasp, and we let it go."
Garcia can go to sophomore
Brian Lundy, senior Jason Lucky,
junior Jerry Reese or senior
Ronnie Scott out of the receiver
corps.
Lundy pulled down six touchdowns in 1992-93 and averaged
17.9 yards per catch. Lucky
caught one touchdown and
averaged 15.1 yards per catch.
Reese, who started three
games last season, caught one
touchdown and averaged 22.2
yards a catch. Scott averaged
12.6 yards per catch last season,
after switching from a reserve
tailback and kick returner.
Freshman Alli Abrew from De
La Salle High School in Concord steps into the reserve quarterback role after No.2 quarterback Brent Evans went down
with an injury. Abrew completed
70-of-126 passes for 1,364 yards
and 12 touchdowns his senior
year.
For Garcia to equal his 15
touchdowns and 2,418 yards
passing from last season may
depend on the offensive line.
Sophomore right guard Chris
Hill is the lone returner on the
offensive line. Hill is joined by
two (al-State Fullerton players,

senior center Wally Millen arid
senior right tackle John Conj.
The offensive line is rounded
out by senior left tackle Reuben
Jones and senior left guard Mike
Gardner.
"Even though we’re really
young-only one guy with varsity experience at SJS-there are
four new guys with playing experience that can get it done,"
Garcia said of the offensive line.
Santa Clara University transfers include senior offensive
guard Matt Earnshaw and junior
offensive guard Carlos Rivera.
Quarterback coach Roger Theder believes the new transfers will
add depth and protect Garcia in
the pocket
(of thc
"The strength
offense) is that Jeff is a dropback quarterback," Theder said.
"He runs with the ball-more
than I would like. We’ll be running a pro-offense and spreading the ball around a great
deal."
Theder said though practice
has been in session for a few
weeks, he is impressed with the
offense’s talent
Starting senior tailbac k
Nathan DuPree has looked
good in practice and so has
Donny Lindsey, he said.
Last season, DuPree ran for
11 touchdowns and averaged 5.3
yards per carry. Lind.sev who was
sidelined by a sprained ankle last
season, ran for two touchdowns,

averaging 3.4 yards a cal ry.
Joining them in the backfield
are senior fullback John Mowntam, who averaged 3.4 yards per
carry last season, and senior
tight end Tom Petithomme,
who averaged 11.8 yards per
catch and scored one touchdown.
Reserve offensive linemen
include senior left tackle Peter
Platt, sophomore left guard
Salofi Tautuaa, senior center
Keith Moffatt, senior right guard
Joe Simione and junior right
tackle Albert Ocon.
Backfield reserves include
sophomore tight end Aaron
Jones and junior fullback Tim
Holliday.

BORED WITI

Slymmetri Seminar Presented by:
Stephen Redmond, M.D., M.P.H.
Specialist in Preventive Medicine

MAINSTREJUI

Graduate of NYU Medical School
and UC Berkeley.
Fill out the bottom slip and send it plus a check or money order to:
Stephen Redmond, M.D., MPH.
18550 Saint Louise Drive, #201
Morgan Hill, Ca 95037 or call: 408-778-3837
(make check payable to: Stephen Redmond, M.D.)

RUN OUT 0
ROOM TO
PIERCE YOUI

Name:
Address:

EARS?

Phone:
Choice of seminar time: 08:30 AM - 12:30 PM
(choose one)

01:30 PM - 5:30 PM

OR JUST WI

TO PISS OFF

YOUR PARE?

WELL, TIM
TIME

10"."

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SPARTAN FOOTBALL

TIGHT END
Tom Pe6Momme (6-1, 230, Sr.)
Aaron Jones (6-1, 225, So.)

OFFENSE

LEFT TACKLE
Reuben Johnson (6-3,

259, Sr.)
Peter Platt (6-5, 275, Sr.)

TAILBACK
Nathan DuPree (5-10, 185, Sr.)
Donald Lindsey (5- I 1, 188, Jr.)

LEFT GUARD
Mike Gardner (6-3, 274, Sr.)
SoloB TOIAX30 (6-3, 298, SO.)

CENTER
Wally llonnett 16-4,

QUARTERBACK

269, Sr.)
Keith Moffatt (6-0, 243, Jr.)

Jeff Garcia (6-1, 185, Sr.)
All, Abrew (6-1, 185, fr.)

FULLBACK

RIGHT GUARD

John Mountain (6-2, 211, Sr.)
Tim Holliday 16-1, 200, Jr.)

Chris Hill (6-3, 250, So.)
Joe Simian. (6-0, 267, So.)

RIGHT TACKLE
John Coiti (6-5, 291, Sr.)
Albert con 16-2, 292, Jr.)

KICKER
Joe Nodnoy (6

5, 204, Jr.)

PUNTER
Lao Myhre (6-2,

<41#3

204,

Sc,)

WIDE RECEIVER
Brian Lundy 15-10,

166, So.)
Jason Lucky (5-9, 181, Sr.)

WIDE RECEIVER
Jerry Resta (5-11, 177, Jr.)
Ronnie Scott (6-0, 203, Sr.)
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Cycling is not a crime.

’utnhuh. uh. untetc.’s loakalun1. umhuh.
"Huhhuh. huh. YOU said load’, That’s coot"
-actual quotes from animatIket .c.Aeaders.’

COMMUNICATE IN COLOR
COLOR LASER COPIES
Presentations
Displays
*Charts & Graphs

Transparencies
*Sales Flyers
*Copy From Slides
81/2"Xlr WPichinite2PIapeb r

COLOR
COPIES ’

Cop from .1.d tronsfor & color
0,41 on odddronal chorga

kinkoss

the copy center

I 295 4336
93E San Carlos St
I Across From McDonald’s
Om En

252-7821 I
1821 Saratoga Ave I
Corner d Saratoga &
Lawrence Express Way

EXP. 9/30/93
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The bright green neon
tlyer was attached to my bicycle. Matter of fact it was
attached to every bicycle
around it. Swell, I figure can
always use another music
flyer or discount coupon.
Come on down to Elbert’s
House of Tissue, or possibly,
the newest grimge,goop,postteenage, angst ridden band
wailing upon the ills of modem society and petroleumbased hygiene products.
My hopes were shattered
by the following lines:
WARNING! THIS
BICYCLE WILL BE
IMPOUNDED BY THE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT!
Hello! Welcome back
to SJSU! The campus guaranteed to confuse, frustrate, irritate and exasperate you, all
without your money back.
My crime: locking my
bike to a lamppost near my
classroom. I was stunned to
find that I was in violation of
SJSU presidential directive 9001. Matter of fact I was
stunned that such a code existed, let alone that I had dared to
park outside of the "designated times and areas." Quickly I
wiped the beaded sweat from
my brow, feeling lucky I hadn’t
been actually CAUGHT riding
on campus. What’s the penalty this semester, public flogging? Let’s not even think
about if I had been holding a
skateboard. I shuddered at the
thought.
I stood, mesmerized
by this official looking document, my mind wandering
over the ludicrousness of it.
Young UPD cadets with shining new bicycles roaming the
campus, predatorily seeking a
BUST! That’s right, there goes
one right now. Whipping
through the crowd at a fright-

five modes of transportation.
Skateboarders have been systematically persecuted
throughout downtown. At
least do it for a good reason,
say for fashion’s sake, but not
for having fun. How much
longer will the rollerblader be
safe? A bit longer I image,
since while generally more
insipid, the ’Waders are also of
a higher socio-economic strata
and dress with more neon
spandex and such materials
have always had their pull.
Come on now, in a
valley as congested as this, we
need those intrepid few to
isercui_2:610_,..npee
atrosTricosott- too
show the rest of us lemmings a
way out of this mess. A recent
siss* olir0100:000
000’0
mayoral candidate doesn’t
las _is ,10
OW’ Iggrl
even own a car, but rides his
00.
09 01110,010.
000
70110.0 1:001106,0/
roller skates everywhere he
goes. (A special pair for
10"6V106
black-tie functions?)
ti:.:k1111.3,
16
11.
10_, Oa
01110010
The bicycle is claimed
reicis67.),
ow’
ow
ire$000,4.7:0:0.
by some to be the most
efficient form of transportation ever created. I see
them speeding by gridlocked
cars to the chagrin of the frusoccurred
trated drivers. It is also a great
because of befuddled pedestrians. Why not give way to get exercise and bum
a ticket to that waddling boneoff work related frustrations. It
could be a part of the salvation
head stepping heedlessly off
of our polluted world. The
the curb right in front of a
speeding cyclist. I’ve seen it
light rail allows them on board
and now CalTrains has folhappen, and have had it happen to me. Always, the cyclist lowed suit, surmounting the
long-distance shortcoming of
is considered to blame.
Worse still, I’m sitting
these fine tuned friends.
on my bike coasting along with
Despite a few reckless
friends as they walk. Hardly a individuals, bikers should be
pace denying oncomers time to given the respect that is their
move. Inevitably, the squawk
due. Just think about it this
of static, and a rattled voice:
way, for every one of them,
"Walk your bike." As the huge there is one less car on the
hog of a police car cruises
highway preventing us from
through the busiest section of
speeding along at some mind campus. Guess they heard The numbing seventy or eighty
Roost had a drive-up window!
miles an hour.
lam amazed at how a
campus as plagued by parking
EH. Limpert
woes as ours is so unresponsive to those who use a ltema-

ening five miles an hour! Powerful haunches propel the sleek
UPD vehicle in pursuit.
Alright, pull over granny!
Now, I realize that
speeding cyclists through campus are a safety hazard and
one should ride responsibly.
But let’s be fair, for
many an accident has
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Grad confronts life on canvas

Bay area artist and SJSU graduate Richard Godinez will be exhibiting his
work Sept. 4th through the 29th at the Citadel Gallery in San Jose.

PoTurin

13

(1)"

1

on froub ed
wafers
The haves and the have not’s
clash on a battlefield of canvas.
The casualties are strewn across
the multi-panels of one man’s
expression.
Richard Godinez is a quiet
intellectual who comes across as
anything but controversial.
However, his interpretation of
the paradigms of social inequity

are bold and scream for attention.
A San Jose State University
graduate and Bay Area artist,
Godinez confronts life’s dilemmas best in his paintings.
"My pieces deal with reality
and the conflicts that are
involved with it," Godinez says.
"For example, war versus ter-

MI

"Procession" is a painting of a glacier. "As history goes forward so does a glacier, and thus "Procession," Godinez said.

l’HoTOS BY ERIC S. HUFFMAN--ett

The painting "A Book of Five Rings," was inspired by a book written by an innovative Samuri warrior. This exhibition represents the artist’s latest efforts.

rorism. If a person wears a uniform, it is not a terrorist act but
an act of war."
Godinez stresses that his
work is an attempt to better
understand the world around
him. He believes that when a
person chooses the wrong
socio-economic model to which
he or she generalizes his or her
existence, the effects can be
damaging. By juxtaposing different images, Godinez is able
to "critique one assertion with
another."
"The images I paint are taken
from reality," the artist says.
"For example poverty, many
people just assume that the
poor are lazy and don’t want to
work. This only leads to negative stereotyping and more
problems for everyone.
"The Civil Rights movement
in the ’60’s accomplished a
great deal," Godinez says. "But

with so much frustration,
unemployment, and racial tensions still existing; we must
realize that we have a long way
to go."
Godinez’s pieces on display
at Citadel Gallery have been

"A professor of
mine once said that
art is 10 percent talent and 90 percent
hard work."
Richard Godinez
Bay Area arosa

either initiated or completed
this year. Since graduation in
1991, he has maintained a studio housing his multi-panel format and installation paintings.
"A professor of mine once
said that art is 10 percent talent

and 90 percent hard work,"
Godinez says. "The work that
goes into a show is unbelievable
and the costs really add up. But
you have got to pay your dues,
man. It goes with the territory."
His dues paid off. Not surprising, considering he was
chosen as the outstanding
undergraduate student in the
school of arts and humanities in
his
graduating
semester.
Amongst the paintings in his
downtown studio, he awaits
acceptance to graduate school.
"My goal is to eventually
teach art at a university, continue painting, and have a
gallery,"
Godinez
says.
"Through teaching, I can give
back to art what art has given to
me."
Until then, Godinez will continue to explore the aesthetics of
racial and class strife.
Kristin Lomax
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cA Firm
Intritu fly
rrstnot just for ears
anymore

Terri Meuser, left, helps her friend Heather Jordan, right, pick out the
size and color ring for the navel piercing she is about to receive.

Photos by Shona Baroff
Text by Nicole Martin

From left to right, Michel St. Germain, Shawn Parks, Heather Jordan, Terri Meuser. Body
piercing is tradition dating as far back as Victorian times.
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to pierce the
There are 30 places
body and just as many reasons to
do it.
Eighteen-year-old Heather Jordan
says she began piercing her body at 15,
when she and a friend pierced each
Body Piercer Edd)
others’ noses.
Since then, she has pierced both nip- table at Leather Ad
ples and says she "feels fully clothed"
Carranza tells 1
with only her nipple rings. Jordan displays her body adornment everywhere: uncrossed and si
in clubs, in coffee shops, at concerts. takes a to. deep
Her friends smile and nod in agree- pinched betweei
guide the needle.
ment.
Outside the bondage palaces of big dan’s c e as
cities and "alternative" festivals, pierc- through the skin.
ing has been a chosen
C’
method of expression
since the Victorian peri- "I’ve been thinking
tbtli
od, when the trend was about pain; I like it
he
asexuality and men’s
and I don’t like it." "1
pants gave it all away.
The idea has been
Heather Jordan JO
recently rediscovered.
Boo,
ee fc
"It’s their experience,
al
it’s their own expression, it’s taking the body to the limit," to pierce his ow
explains body piercer Eddy (Sky) Car- closed around the
ranza, of Leather Masters in San Jose.
use pliers to pull i
Jordan has come to Leather Masters
"I have a feat
to pierce her navel and has purchased a says.
navel piercing for her friend Shawn
"It really shows
Leather Maste
Parks as a birthday present. Jordan will
go first to avoid the anticipation of the body piercing:
through the head
procedure.
As Carranza places dots on the navel Albert, a ring thin
to guide the piercing, Jordan does some clitoral hoods, tt
philosophizing. "I’ve been thinking clitoris. I either
about pain; I like it and I don’t like it," more traditional
Jordan says as she climbs onto the and navel.
Carranza says
black vinyl table.

A

ly Piercer Eddy Sky places a clamp on Shawn Park’s navel as he lays on a
le at Leather Masters in San Jose. The clamp is carefully placed on the

desired pierce location in order to get the needle through the skin safely and
easily. The navel is one of the most common areas on the body to pierce.

arrania tells her to keep her legs
rossed and stay relaxed. Jordan
.s a fc. deep breaths as her skin is
:hed between clamps that will
de the needle. Tears well up in Jorl’s
e as the needle pushes
ugh the skin.
She looks down as
Carranza reaches for
nking the jewelry and slips
fike it the silver ring through
her new navel hole.
.e it." "That was nothing,"
ather I-rdan Jordan said.
As Parks is prepared
for piercing he tells
about the time he tried
pierce his own navel the skin
ed around the needle and he had to
phut-. to pull it out.
I ha % e a fear of needles," Jordan
s.
It mall\ shows," laughs a friend.
Rather Masters does all types of
y piercing: ampllang, piercing
nigh the head of the penis; Prince
ert, a ring through the urethra; and
oral hoods, through the labia and
oris. I eather Masters also does the
re traditional piercing of the nose
navel.
’arranza says his most difficult

through to the finger.
"The high I get from doing people is
when they come in scared and leave
really happy with what they did," Carranza says
Paisley Haus of Campbell does body
piercing "above the belt," says owner

piercing is ampllang, because it is on
such a sensitive part of the body and
takes as long as 15 seconds. Other
piercings take just a few seconds.
Another concern is that the procedure doesn’t use a cork to protect the
piercer from a needle puncturing

Patrick James "PJ" (right) works for Faux Salon in Campbell. He does piercing
on the side at special events like "Black Leather Sunday" at F/X The Club.

and piercer Angel Llewellyn.
Velvet curtains separate a hair salon
from the piercing station adding to the
"lounge effect" of the purple and gold
paisley decor.
Llewellyn says body piercing can be
sexy or sadistic and her shop attracts
"very normal people."
Both establishments warn that there
are some things to be aware of when
considering body piercing: make sure
the piercer is knowledgeable, ask how
long they’ve been piercing, and consult
friends to see where they got their
piercing done.
"Keep yourself clean," advises Dave
Carranza, co-owner of Leather Masters,
"and watch them open the needles."
"Piercing can be hazardous to your
health if they’re done in the wrong
area," Llewellyn says.
Other dangers are studs sinking into
the swelling and the transfer of HIV
due to unsanitary conditions.
To experience the various modes of
body adornment, check out Leather
Masters at the SOFA Street Fair ’93 on
Sunday, September 19.
Join the festivities, satisfy your
curiosity, or delve into the experience
of body piercing first hand, or navel ...
whatever the case may be.
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3 LI’ ’3na..-itiElLe:
Normally, I like to
leave the ironic juxtapositions and astute
postconceptual neocritical insight to the
authoritative types like
Metro and the SF Weekly, but I’m gonna go
out on a limb on this
one. Linguistically, at
least, I can’t be
blamed. And while
certainly a title like
Massive Culture
would seem to inspire
a certain degree of
caustic renunciation, it
would be out of place
(although not entirely)
to invoke the same sort
of reductionist logic in
any analysis I may
offer. But in all seriousness, what is one to
make of something
like Massive Culture.
30 Djs, 21 live bands,
skateboard ramps,
smart drinks, ambient
salons, reggae, punk,
house, acid, trance,
rap, cyber, techno,
dub, carnival rides, circus tricksgeneral
enforced homogeneity.
ALL FOR ONE LOW,
LOW PRICE!!! But it’s
not so much the lwant-it-all-yesterday
or the 1 -800-mentality
that offends. It’s more
the crass denial that
that’s really all there is
to it. Neither the
glossy veneer of the
flyer stock, nor the
vapid ideological pretensions contained
within can do much to
cover it up. The equation of culture to
expression is a marketing strategy, not a revolutionary tactic. Who
was it once said,
"When people speak
of culture, I reach for
my revolver"? Soon,
the only ones we’ll
have to point it at will
be ourselves. Massive
Culture, Hun,,’. 580 at Fl
Charro Rd., Livermore.
Sat. 2 p.m. to 6 am
adv., $25 door; (40;;
926-8123.
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Show and Sale to peruse the
vintage vinyl. Shoreline
Amphitheatre, Mountain View,
general $3,12 and under free,
7 a.m. to 3 p.m., 408/722-1934.

A SOMEWHAT LESS THAN COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SAN JOSE EVENTS

THURS

DAY

IMPROV-BY-THE-SLICE
I he city of San Jose is bending
over backward, forward and
every other way in an attempt
to bring more people to the
downtown area. Why not? The
taxpayers should be encouraged to visit the area for which
they are funding the renovations. However, our town has a
committee whose purpose it is
to manufacture some sort of
night life. From the Thursday
concerts in Plaza Park to the
upcoming Tapestry and Talent,
the downtown business are
processing culture for easy
digestion. Culture, to the suburban thirty- and forty-somethings is synonymous with jazz
music. The Adlai Alexander
Trio, a Brazilian vocal jazz
group, will exhibit their musical prowess in the Pavilion
Food Court of all locations. The
ambiance of Club Jazz or Garden City will be interchanged
with the convenience of fat-fee
yogurt and pizza-by-the-slice
to the tunes of the Brazilian
jazz beat. Let’s hope patio furniture and paper napkins do
not deter the culture-starved
masses from catching the gig.
The Pavilion Food Court, 150 S.
First St., 7-9 p.m.

SPINNING LINOLEUM
Bellbottoms and halter tops
abound at a mainstay of San
Jose nightlife: Disco Inferno at
the Cactus Club. DJ King
Rath’s brainchild has drawn
countless youths, obsessed
with Partridge Family fashion,
to shake their respective
booties to the hip ’70’s tunes. It
even spawned a roller disco
night at Skateworld in May.
Wel1,1Raffi’s fetish for the fleeting fads of the past has brought
about yet another blast (or
more like a fizzle) from the

eft,.

past. Don’t be embarrassed,
but raise your hand if you once
donned a matching Adidas
jumpsuit and suede Pumas
with the fat laces, and proceeded to spin frantically, as if suffering a grand mal seizure, on a
square piece of linoleum. Keep
your hands up if you rushed
down to see Breakin’ or Beat
Street at the local cineplex.
Well, here’s your chance to do
the centipede across the floor
of the Cactus Club as Disco
Inferno hosts a breakin’ and
poppin’ fest. Call it old school.
Call it retro. Call it a club
owner’s ploy to have the
dancefloor buffed by paying
customers. Parachute pants a
must, but please leave the cardboard squares at home. Cactus
Club, 417 S. First St., no cover
before 9:30 p.m., 408/986-0866.

FRL

DAY

THE POLYESTER DIDACTIC
I can understand the resurgence of ’70’s music in the sampling efforts of contemporary
rapsters. I can accept the fact
that some people’s wardrobe
tastes may reflect the aforementioned decade. What is virtually indecipherable is the reasoning behind the touring of
these satin-clad hipsters. Yes,
K.C. Sr The Sunshine Band
have Friday night fever and
will be playin-a-live at Club
Oasis. Retro-madness, man.
That’s the way I like it. Uh
huh, uh huh. Club Oasis, 200 N.
First St., $8, 8 p.m., 408/2922212.

SATUR

DAY

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST
In the early ’80’s, Los Lobos
put out an album called "Will
the Wolves Survive." Over the
years these wolves have not
only survived but flourished in
a big way. Their last album,
"Kiko," was a collection of
Spanish-influenced tracks,
rockabilly and a bit of jazz; all
backed by some outstanding
percussion. The band received
mainstream recognition with
their version of "La Bamba" in
the movie of same name. On
stage, these guys are known to
be hotter than Arizona asphalt.
The Catalyst, 1011 Pacific Ave.,
Santa Cruz, $17.50, 9:30 p.m.,
408/423-1336

SUN

DAY

TAILGATE SALE AND MORE
Trucks. The icon of masculinity.
Slow and low, monster-size or
just plain pickups are the vehicle of choice for men who epitomize the rugged, Marlborocountry personality. For those
that fit (or aspire to) these
demographics, Drive! Magazine presents Swap Shoreline 4.
Complete with classic, 4x4 and
sport trucks and every cowboy
correlation, this four-wheelin’
flea market offers the perfect
dialogue for pickup aficionados to talk trucks. On display
will be the aforementioned
vehicles along with custom
highway rigs, fire and
dump trucks. When
the attendees
have fulfilled
their flatbed
fantasies,
they can meander
over to
liA M /Shoreline Record

ELIZABETHAN REVISITED
Tired of the recent wave of cutting edge, grunge-funk-rap festivals? Wince at the sight of
angst-ridden middle-class
youths piercing the various
parts of their bodies? There is a
fair to be held at Black Point
Forest without Pearl Jam or the
Grateful

Dead.
Salivating
yet? Ponder the notion of long
tables overflowing with quail,
fruit pies, ales, beers and fine
wines without a smart drink in
sight. It has returned: the
Renaissance Pleasure Faire.
Over 1,500 cowhide and velvet
clad players will recreate the
time of Queen Elizabeth I, be
they scripted dialogues or
Shakespearean improvisation.
Frolic along side the parade of
fools or enter the sonnet competition. The Faire is a complete submergence into the culture of the Elizabethan period
lasting weekends through Oct.
10. Let’s see if Perry Farrell can
top that. Sure, there will be
some heavy metal but hey,
would you want to be on the
wrong end of a sword? Black
Mountain Forest, Novato, admission is free, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
800/523-2473.

MON

DAY

SHOP, DROP AND ROLL
Labor Day is, of course, traditionally tube spent doing
things other than work. And
while it is arguable as to
whether or not shopping can
be said to constitute work (it
certainly does for me), sometimes just getting out and looking at stuff you wouldn’t buy

even if you could afford it, can
be quite relaxing. Topping the
list of pressure-free consumerism this weekend is San
Jose’s own Tapestry In Talent, a
three day, multicultural arts
and crafts blowout. For eighteen years and counting, TIT
has been bringing together the
South Bay’s finest art, food,
music and culture for San
Jose’s biggest annual downtown event. Downtown, Sept. 46, 10 a.m. to p.m.

TUES

DAY

DARKER SELF PORTRAIT
Subscribing to the psychological theories of Jung, Robert
Eads paints a shadowy introspective of the dark and foreboding side of human nature.
Life size works reflect the hidden those feelings shunned by
society at large. Called his
"psychological self portraits,"

the works depict that corner of
the soul where resentment,
greed and lust reside. Inspired
by Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde, Eads created Shadow Paintings. Instead of sipping coffee and reading that
textbook, pay a visit to the
Union Gallery and a darker
side of the human soul. The
exhibit runs through Sept. 24,
Union Gallery, Student Union,
3rd floor, 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., 6-8
p.m.

ONES

DAY

HE SHOT DIZZY AND BIRD
Still a student at UCLA in the
’50’s, William Claxton accepted
an employment opportunity as
art director at Pacific Records.

As studios scampered to record
the rising stars of jazz, Claxton
began shooting. He shot Thelonius, Bird, Dizzy and Armstrong. He shot them during
rehearsals. He shot them while
they recorded their musical
prose. He took the dynamics of
the moment and froze them for
eternity. Grainy, Claxton’s photographs capture the essence of
the performer set against a
backdrop of smoky haze; the
overexposure giving the musician a saintly aura. From album
covers to exhibits, Claxton shot
them all: Coltrane, Duke
Ellington, Count 13asie and
Miles Davis. A photo exhibition entitled, "Jazz: William
Claxton," is featured at the San
Jose Museum of Art. Jazz critic
Leonard Feather described the
photographer’s work as "mirroring the jazz musician’s art in
his own." San lose Museum of
Art, 110 S. Market, general $2,
student $1,10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
408/294-2787.

THE NAME SAYS IT ALL
Used to be FIX was the place
you’d go to see the bands that
played at Marsugis the year
before; where the cheap beer
and cheaper atmosphere were
replaced by cries of "I have
their first seven inch," and
"their old stuff is better." I’mmore-alternative-than-you posturings aside, however, FIX
does have a better sound system, and for Seattle’s Supersuckers, who play f/x wed
night (and who most certainly
fall into the above described
cycle), it is a definite, welldeserved step up. FIX The
Club, 400 S. First St., $7, 9:30
p.m., 408/971-3882.

Miles Davis used to claim
he had revolutionized jazz five
times. His collaborations with
Gil Evans "Birth of the Cool"
helped in spawning a jive
called bebop.
Davis was
instrumental
in the use of
modal passages in the
late ’50s.
Around the
same time
Davis elaborated on Evans’ sketches and
helped infuse jazz and rock.
Davis made it a point to
never look back on those and
other milestones of his life. But
Quincy Jones persuaded Davis
to draw from pieces of his past
perform at the 25th anniversary of the Montreux Jazz Festival. With two orchestras totaling nearly 40 players behind
him, Davis forges ahead with
triumphant poise through
medleys of "Miles Ahead" and
"Porgy and Bess."
Davis, with Jones conducting, delves into a time around
Davis’ second revolution of
jazz medley from "Miles
Ahead." Davis fluently extrapolates the notes on Evans’
arrangements of "Maids of
Cadiz" and "Miles Ahead."
Throughout the show Davis
would step back and let understudy Wallace Roney take the
lead on "The Duke" and
"Miles Ahead." Rounding out
the "Miles Ahead" medley is
the engaging, almost ethereal
"Blues for Pablo." On "Solea,"
from "Sketches of Spain,"
Davis plays over swirling
melange of flutes. Davis and
Kenny Garrett trade off on
solos, rounding off a final culmination of a stellar show.
Davis would die nearly two
months later after this show.
Even though he didn’t want to
look back on the past, on
"Miles and Quincy Live at
Montreux," Davis plays like
there’s no tomorrow.
Jon Solomon
.

Clutch are poseurs, then
again, anyone aspiring to the
punk aesthetic could be labeled
as such. Punk is dead or so I’ve
heard. The new media buzzword is postpunk (they
must have labored over
that one), but Clutch
doesn’t fit that demographic either.
The music is analogous to a full-on barroom
brawl: drunk, loud and
painful. The tonal assault
conjures up images of
carnage, explosions and every
other punk-metal cliche.
Descriptions like these make
the band wince as if stricken.
They are not as abrasive as
the music may imply. According to the four high school
chums, "It’s just about being
regular."
On their first full length
album, Transnational Speedway
League: Anthems, Anecdotes and
Undeniable Truths, vocalist Neil
Fallon screams at times and
slurs at others. Depriving himself of sleep for 30 hours is just
one of Fallon’s songwriting formulas that result in the bizarre

comparisons of shoguns, monster trucks and rats.
Moody at times, riotous at
others, TSL is consuming. It
grabs you by the throat and
refuses to let go. "Binge and
Purge" starts with an inebriated rant, delivered rather lethargically but races out of control
to a teeth-gritting, fist-clenching close.
Slam a beer, let out the
Clutch and speed off into the
darkness screaming like a person possessed.
Paul Wotel

Rumours were that Robert
Fripp was getting Adrian
Belew, Tony Levin and a drummer other than Bill Bruford for
a King Crimson EP to released
sometime in the near future. In
the meantime, Fripp teamed up
former Japan frontman David
Sylvian for "The First Day."
Fripp plays unobtrusively
throughout most of the album,
in turn leaving his ego on the
stage. Fripp has been hailed as
something of a guitar genius,
but "The First Day" doesn’t
necessarily exemplify some of
his better playing. He still utilizes the ambient atmospherics
with the Frippertronics. He
uses somewhat of a minimalist
approach to his guitar playing
rather than the frenetic fretwork on previous solo projects
and works with King Crimson.
Crimson-esque modes submerge occasionally on the oddmetered "21st Century Dreaming" and "Darshan." Trey
Gunn’s grand and tenor stick
playing is hard to discern but
it’s there.
Sylvian’s brooding, Peter
Murphy-like vocals scour the
surface of the tracks, almost as
if he was spreading a hazy film
over the music. His voice
injected with lyrics about anything from Sartre to God’s
monkey to songs about
shamen.
Jon Solomon
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Toho Saunders, Tony D Tchaka and Dea Man (I to r) of Berkeley based Junglz Apart perform today in Plaza Park.

LOU

N -TH E
Mellow and calculating, the
members of Berkeley’s Junglz
Apart have come together from
jungles, both botanical and
asphalt, to pass on a little
Caribbean culture.
Junglz Apart wants to bring
to the United States the unique
rhythms of the Caribbean in the
form of reggae, salsa, zouk (a
type of pop music from the
French Caribbean), and soca, a
modernized calypso with an
orientation towards dance.
The group’s style conglomeration creates an exciting and
original musical picture of the
Caribbean.
"We are a collection of musicians working toward the goal
of creating music and expressing the Caribbean culture," says
keyboardist Patrick Fraser, aka
Tchaka.
The band’s name stems from
the diverse backgrounds of it
members. Drummer and percussionist Tony D., vocalist De’i
Man, guitarist Robert Kelshall,
8 D September 2, 1993 0 eft.

and keyboardist Marty Batista
come from the tropical islands
of Antigua and Trinidad, while
bassman Toho Saunders hails
from Venice, California and
Tchaka from London. This
dichotomy prompted the name
Junglz Apart.
Their new CD, Let Loose
Caribbean, has a polished sound,
pleasing to the ear of the mainstream audience while core reggae fans may wince at the overproduction. Then again, the
days of the analog-tape hiss are
gone. The album makes its exit
with an energetic rush of soca
sounds.
The vibesmen have been
building a reputation for themselves over the past two years,
performing all over the Bay
Area and beyond. Their ultimate goal? "The world," says
Tony D.
Junglz Apart thrives on live
performances and has something to say with their music.
"We want to bring everyone’s

vibes up," says Saunders. The
band members agree there is a
definite energy exchange that
goes on between the band and
the crowd.
Tony D. hopes tonight’s concert in Plaza Park will be a
forum to "educate people about
Caribbean music and expand
people’s horizons."
"Everyone teaches everyone," says Tchaka.
Junglz Apart have supreme
confidence that they are destined for international fame. At
the same time, they are real
people with real problems to
overcome, starting with a parking ticket they received during
the interview.
Jason Meagher

CLARKE ROBINSON -.

Campbell Coffee Romtin8 CO.
Prmscnts

WI1EQE PEOPLE MEET
NOW AVAILA151,E:

The Frequent Customer Card
Call or stop by for details

Junglz Apart will be performing a
free concert with Screwdriver (no,
not the Nazi band) in Plaza Park,
Thurs., 5 p.m
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